Co Think Event Map: A very angry patient

Event

Handling the problem was
costly and very time
consuming

The surgeon suffered a
sharp fall-off in his activity

Effect

Known cause

The dedicated site is
referenced on the 1st page
of Google searches
Context
Following a cosmetic
surgery procedure, a
very angry patient
started a smear
campaign against
surgeon X on the
internet

Get hosting company to
take the website off line
Take legal action for
attempted blackmail

Contributing
circomstance

The patient posted very
negative reviews on a
specialised website

The patient created a
dedicated web site to
denigrate the surgeon

Mobilise happy
patients to provide
counter testimonials

Very foul and threatening
language in the e-mails

Communication between
the patient and the
surgeon broke down

Broken barrier

Owner

Known cause

Last e-mails blocked by
clinic's anti-spam

Analysed cause

Contributing
Circomstance

Location
The tone of the surgeon's
answers made the patient
angrier

Europe

Author

The surgeon refused to
refund the operation

The surgeon refused to do
an immediat revision

Barring justified
exceptions,no refunds are
provided

It was too early to
evaluation the quality of
the results

Date of update
15/04/2015

A policy considered
indispensable to avoid
abusive refund requests

Initial problem
evaluation

Broken barrier

Possible barrier

The patient couldn't
communicate directly with the
surgeon

The surgeon left
the day after the
operation

Chosen action

No one warned the
surgeon about the
patient's dissatisfaction

Chosen barrier

Implemented action

Why did the patient not
communication with the
replacement surgeon

Patient immediately unhappy
with the results of the surgery

Why did no one warn
the surgeon or his
Patient unsure about what she
replacement?
wanted right up until the day of
the surgery
Why was surgery peformed
on such an undecided
patient?
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Possible action

The surgeon was travelling in
Asia

Status

Why did no one wonder
about the patient's
silence?

The patient's communication
was very aggressive
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OR

AND

The sites attracted the
attention of other unhappy
former patients

Implemented barrier

Proven action

Proven barrier
Additional info, question
or action

